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by surficial deposits of Pleistocene age. The
basal unit of the Paleozoic cover is the CamOptical examination and electron probe microbrian Nepean Formation, a quaxtz sandstone
analysis show that intergrofih
"clots" in basal
and siltstone with local basal conglomerate. The
Middle Ordovician limestones of the Kingston area
remainder of the Paleozoic cover is of Middle
are composed essentially of quartz, calcite, and
Ordovician age and consists of shales with mirutile, pseudomorphic after sphene. It is proposed
that the sphene was introduced as detrital material
nor sandstones of the Shadow Lake Formation
into the sedimenls. and that the breakdown to the
overlain by limestonesof the Gull River Formaequilibrium
assemblage took place during diation; see Liberty (t97L). I-ocally, where both
genesis of the limestones. Because of the ubiquity
the Nepean and Shadow Lake Formations are
of sphene in local Precambrian rocks, the presence
absent over and on the flanks of Precambrian
of these distinctive intergrowths may be used as an
indication of exposed Precambrian land masses topographic highs, Gull River limestones directly onlap the Precambrian surface.
during deposition of these sediments.
Although regionally the Paleozoic strata are
essentially flatJying, anomalously large dips up
INrr.olucrroN
to 25" occur where Gull River limestones diIn the vicinity of Kingston, Ontario, Preclmrectly onlap Precambrian topographic highs.
brian rocks are progressively onlapped by rocks
Recently, during an investigation (Mcllreath
l97l) of. the extent to which initial inclinaof lower Paleozoic age and are in turn overlain
tion, compaction, and later uplift of the Precambrian basement are responsible for these
'r' Current address: Department of
anomalously high dips, authigenic rutile was
Geology, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta
identified.
ABSTRAcT

Flc. 1. Study area and location of samples.
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FIc. 2, The occurrence of intergrowth clots and other detrital material
in Ordovician limestones. The groundmass is a felt of shell fragments
in a calcitic matrix; the black regions are intergrowth clots. Other
detrital fragments identified are qnartz (Q) and feldspar (F). Plucking
during specimen preparation has left holes (H) in the section. BJ-3'
transmitted light, partly crossed nicols.

The rutile has a microcrystalline needle-like
habit and occurs associated with calcile and
quartz in very distinct, isolated, ivory white
clusters or "clots" 0.125-0.500 mm wide. The
rutile is authigenic as the nature of the delicate
needle-like crystals within any given clot is inconsistent with a direct detrital origin. There
is no evidence that the Paleozoic rocks have
been metamorphosed.

Methods of investigation

Three polished thin sections (from locations
shown on Fig. 1) were made and examined optically. Regions containing intergrowth'clots'
were marked and investigated with the electron
probe microanalyzer. All microprobe work was
carried out at 15 kv and O.AZ p'a spesimen
current, using a finely-focused electron beam
(diameter about 1 micron).
In the Gull River Formation, the rutile-rich
Wavelength scans were made to identify the
clots occur only in the "Rideau Facies". The elements present in the intergrowths. X-ray
Rideau Facies is a localized. shallow-water ba- scanning images were then photogaphed for
sal facies, locally developed where the Gull
each intergrowth for each element present. One
River limestones directly onlap the Precambrian or two spots in each of the phases identified in
surface. In the vicinity of Kingston, this facies the r-ray scanning image photographs were
is predominantly a green-weathering,calcareous analyzed semi-quantitatively (i,e. by background-corrected intensity ratios to known
lithic wacke which progressively grades upward
into limestones. The wacke consists of locally standards). Only semi-quantitative analyses
derived, subangular, Precambrian rock frag- were made because
(a) all minerals present in the intergrowths
ments randomly oriented with variable concentrations of comminuted bioclastic fragments in
could be unambiguously identified in this way;
(b) fine grain size and poor polishing chara calcarenite-calcilutite matrix (see Fig. 2). In
acteristics made any more quantitative treatthe Gull River Formation, the distribution of
rutile-rich clots parallels that of the Precam- ment pointless.
Standards used for the analyses were synbrian detritus; both decrease laterally and vertically away from Precambrian topographic thetic CagPrOz, natural qaartz, titanium metal,
and iron metal.
highs.
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From the r-ray scanning image photographs,
three phases could be identified as being consistenfly present in the intergrowths: one calcium-rich, one titanium-rich and one silicon-rich.
The calcium-rich and titanium-rich phases were
always intimately intergrown whereas the silicon-rich phase was sonfined to the borders of
the intergrowth (.Figs. 3-6). An iron-rich phase
was occasionally seen in the vicinity of the
intergrowth clots (Figs. 4, 5) and some iron
was generally associated with the calcium-rich
phase (Figs. 4 and 6).
Spot analyses of tlese phases indicated the
following minerals to be invariably present:
(a) calcite, slightly iron-bearing (ca. O.2/o).
The calcite in the intergrowth clots may be
distinguished from that in the gioundmass carbonate rock by the presenceof Aon; (b) rutile
(this polymorph is indicated by the needle-tke
crystal form); (s) quartz.
The iron-rich pbase contains no sulphur and
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roughly @Vo ironi it is therefore identified as
hematite or limonite.
Ggorocrcel CcNsropnertoNs
Experimental work by Schuiling & Vink
(1.967) and calculations by Karpov (1966) indicate that the association, quartz-calcite-rutile,
is stable only in low-temperature and/or higb
P(CO') environments; eveD under low-grade
metamorphic conditions, the reaction
quartz + calcite + rutile -> sphene1CO,

(1)

is favoured.
Schuiling & Vink state that they searched in
vain in metamorphic rocks for the assemblage
quartz-calcite-rutile/anatase; this study shows
that the assemblage exists in Ordovician limestones which have been subjected to conditions
no more exffeme than those prevailing during
diagenesis,normally defined (e.g. Bayly 1968)
as less than 100"C and 100Obars.

fili'-"j*=5s=dl#
Frc. 3. Specimen B-1, intergrowth 3, showing the spatial relations of
quartz, calcite, and rutile in the intergrowth region. (a) reflected light
micrograph, showing the sphene-like form of the intergrowth and the
relatively highly reflective rutile needles; (b), (c) and (d) t-ray scanning image photographs. Calcium- and titanium-rich phases (calcite and
rutile) are intimately intergrown; the silicon-rich phase (quartz) is
confined to the borders of tle intergrowth clot, possibly reflecting iho
increased solubility (or colloid formation) of SiO, in tle alkaline rraters
aharacterietic of carbonate foruration and diagenesis.
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Frc. 4. Specimen BJ-l, intergrowth l, x-ray scanning image photographs.
Some intergrowth clots have an associated, but not intergrown, ironrich phase (hematite or limonite). Note that the calcite within the intergrowth is Fe-bearing.

The consistent assemblage quartz-calciterutile, and the textural relations of the phases.
indicate that they were formed in placeby the
breakdown of a detrital mineral. Both the bulk
chemistry and the shapes of the intergrowth
clots suggest that this detrital mineral was
sphene. Indeed, quartz-calcite-anatase intergrofihs, pseudomorphicafter sphene,have been
previously identified optically (Schei 1904).
Equation ( 1) represents the stability of
sphene in a COz-solid state system. Given the
aqueous environment present during sedimentation and diagenesis,it is more relevant to consider the stability of sphene relative to an
aqueous COz-rich solution. For example, one
possible equation can be written:

8 or greater, the solubility of amorphous silica
was found to increase rapidly due to the presence of the H'SiO; ion, in addition to H+SiOa,
in solution (Alexander et al. 7954). Thus, as
might be expected, the ionization of H,SiOa:
(3)
ILSiOn -> I{+ + H3SiOr
is favoured in alkaline environments. This reaction would also affect the equilibrium in equation (2), further stabilizing the left side of the
equation,
The increased solubility of amorphous silica,
and, by analogy, of quartz in alkaline water
may explain the observed dispersion of quartz
grains, presumably formed from the breakdown
of sphene, outside the intergrowth clots.
A more common titanium-bearing mineral is
ilmenite (see, for example, Pettijohn 1957; BosTiO, + CaCOa * H,SiOa * OH- =
well 1933); perhaps some of the rutile-rich inCaTiSiOr +z}J,O
f HCOa- (2)
tergrowths, in particular those with closely asThe left side of this equrition will be favoured sociated iron oxide or hydroxide grains (Figs.
by the low-temperature, high P(COz) water- 3 and 4) may have formed by the breakdown
rich environment prevailing during diagenesis; of original ilmenite. Since iron-rich phases are
The pH of water in equilibrium with both not consistently present in the intergrowths,
air and CaCOs (i.e. the pH of a shallow water however, it is proposed that most of the authienvironment such as is postulated for the de- genic rutile was formed by the breakdown of
position of these sediments) is buffered at ap- sphene rather than ilmenite.
proximately 8 (Krauskopt 1967). At a pH of
This proposition is supported by the abun-
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dance of sphenein the local Precambrian rocks,
which also form the basement for these Ordovician sediments and are the source of most
coarse clastic fragments. Sphenefrom one near-
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by locality has been analysed; the analysesare
grven in Table 1. Note that this mineral is ironbearing; it is a likely source of iron in the calcite of the intergrowths (see Figs. 4, 5, 6).

CaKs

Frc. 5. Specimen BJ-3, intergrowth 5, x-ray scanning image photographs. Quqtzcalcite-rutile intergrowth, with closely associated iron oxide or hydroxide. The
extreme segregation of rutile and tie iron-rich phase suggests tlat ilmenite is an
unlikely source of titanium in tlese rocks.
FIc. 6. Specimen BJ-3, intergrowth 2, x-tay scanning image photographs. (d) was
overexposed to illustrate the concentration of iron (O.2Vo) b the
deliberatd
calcite of the intergrowth, in contrast to the surrourding iron-free calcite cement.
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rock in the Ordovician sea. Conversely, the disappearanceof spheneor its pseudomorph,moving up through a stratigraphic section, is indicative of the removal of sphene-bearing precambrian rocks as a source of detrital material.
This line of evidence might prove useful in the
debate on the age of the arching of the Frontenac axis.
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SHORTER COMMUNICATIONS
PINCHITE,A NEW MERCURY OXYCHLORIDEFROM TERLINGUA, TEXAS
B. D. STURMAN ENPJ. A. MANDARINO

Department o! MineralogX, Royal Ontario Museum' 100 Queerfs Park'
Toronto, Ontario, Canada MsS 2C6

are depicted in Figure 1. The forms present ate:
{001}, {010}, {100}, and {o12}.
Tho mercury deposits near Terlingua, BrewThe mineral is black to dark brown and has
ster County, Texas, have been a long-standing a reddish brown streak. It is quite soft. No
source of interesting mineral specimeill. In
cleavagewas observed.
1973 a small specimenfrom Terlingua was subThin fragments of the mineral are transpamitted to us by Mr. William W. Pinch of Roand show strong pleocbroism from red to
rent
spepossessed
the
chester,New York, who had
opaque black. No optical constants.could
almost
cimen for several years. Mr. Pinch, an expeThe refractive indices are higher
be
measured.
rienced private collector, directed ou! attention
the birefringence is very strong'
and
2.@
than
to minuie crystals which he believed to be a
is
associated with montroydite
Pinchite
new mineral species, an opinion which our study
(Hg:OCl).
terlinguaite
(HgO)
and
readily confirmed. In recognition of Mr. Pinch's
observations and his generous contributions to
X-RIY eNP CnnutcAr- DATA
many of the major mineralogical museums.of
the world, we have named the mineral pinchite'
The mineral and name have been approved by
The first clue as to the identity of pinchite
the Commission on New Minerals and Mineral was the agreement of its single crystal data wlth
Names of the I.M.A. Type specimens (millithose detirmined by Weiss et aI. (L954) for
grams) are preserved in the Royal Ontario Musvnthetic HeCl"4HgO. The data for pinchite
ieum'(No. M33258), in the private collection d'etermined6y the aprecessionand Weissenberg
of Mr. Pinch, and in the Smithsonian Institution,
methods in this study are: space gr-otp lbam'
Washington, D.C.
a - 1L.6,b - 6.07, and c : Ll.1 A. The data
of Weiss et al. (L954) for synthetic HgClz'
-- Ll.So, b =
GSNTRAI- APPEARANCE AND
4HgO are space gro-uPlbam, a
PtrYsrcel PnoPenrrss
6.0,andc-Ll.7sA
Pinchite occurs as euhedral crystals up to t
A small amount of the synthetic HgClz'4HgO
mm in size. Two habits have been observed and studied by Weiss a al. (1954) was kindly furnished to the writers by Dr. Gunter Nagorsen
of the University of Munich. The r-ray powder
diffraction data obtained for this material and
for pinchite are presented in Table 1. The cell
parameters of pinchite, refined from the x-ray
powder data using the progmmme of Evans
bt ot. Gser, arei a - 1I.54,6 = 6.08, and
c = 11.64 A.
An r-ray fluorescence scan of a few small
crystals of pinchite detected only mercury.
Through the kindness of Dr. R. G. V. Hancock,
Department of Chemical Engineering, Universlty of Toronto, a neutlon activation analysib of
ab
pinchite was performed using synthetic pinch(a)
the more ite and HgClz as standards. The formula derived
Frc. l. Pinchite crystals showing
from the analysis (Table 2) agrees well with
conunor habit and (b) the less common tylp.
INTRoDUcTIoN
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TABLEl. I-RAY PoIIDER
DIFFRAC1IoN
DATArcR SYNIHETIC
Hscl,.4Hs0 AND
(Cusa diareter 114.6 m, Cu(c rad.) '
PINCHITE
synthefic Hgcl
2.4Hg0
f
dobs.
tv

t.d5

60
40
50
100
@
5
3
m
5
I0
t'l0
s

3.95
3.261
2.926
2,&3
2.694
2.595
2.U7
2,176
2,098
2.053
1.974
1 .929

10

'I .825

l5
10
1?
'15
'10
15
10

1.796
1.712
'I
.673
I .641
1.6I0
1.570

'lo

tc

'1.46
1,349
'I
.250
1,23?
'I
.137

pinchlte (RoMm. t133258)
dobs, dcalc.
r
10 5.82
5.82
60 3.94
3.94
JC

J.ZrO

J.Ztl

50

2.9't9

2.910

roo z.an tl'ffi
&) 2.695 2.696
5 2.597 2.598
2 2.il9
2.93
2,'169 2.168
m
5 2.094 2,093
'I0
1 0 2.044 2.049
1.968 1.969
12 1 .923 1.923
t I.825
'10
1.822I 1.825
|I.817
'I5
't0 I . 7 9 1 I . 7 9 3
1.707 1,714

fir

hkL
002
a1
310
004
2t3
312
022
204
4ll
314
420
404
422
600
taa

n6
521
14,

1 2 r . o o r_eIl .'o9o o9 9

325

't1o 0

026
406

15

t.oJb

l.oJb

1.610 1.610
1.568 1.566

15 1.514
r l'lr:

51.4U
1.4A
7
I.348 r.348
5 1.249 1.249

s r.ar.r l'!!02
i' E
-

r r".
"'--

r' 1 . 1 3 7
1.137

TABLE2. dIEI.IICAL
MLYSIS OFPINCHITE
thsretical

Jl b

4JJ

044
732
725
716
352
38

the theoretical formula of HgoOaClr Wrth Z =
4, the calculated density is 9.25 g/cms (naturat)
and 9.37 g/cms (synthetic). Weiss et aJ. (1954)
obtained a density of 9.O1 g/cm3 by pycnometer.
In the present study, ten small crystals measured with the Berman balance gave a density
of 9.5 g/cm3.

Hgo
ct
Br

rt g

H-al

pinchl te

95.18
6.23

TOr3T
'lss
oe(CltBr) l.4l
total
1c0-tr.0"

rclecular

94.5
6.3
T0T.0-'
1.4

0.4363
0.1771
0.0025

atore jn
Hg 20.00
Lt

o.tc

Br 0.ll
0 t 5.99

0.0875

ffi

Fomula: llg20.00015.ggclg,tsBro,ll or

4[H95,0004.00c12.04Br0.03]
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